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Abstract 

Incoloy 800H is a solid-solution-strengthened iron-based austenitic alloy. In this 
study, the alloy was forged and solution heat treated followed by annealing at 
982°C for three hours. Fatigue and creep-fatigue (10 and 30 second dwell) crack 
growth rate tests were performed using a fully automated DCPD technique to 
monitor crack growth. The results indicate that the growth rates of the creep-
fatigue conditions are ten times faster than those of the fatigue condition at the 
same K values. Similar crack growth rates between a 10 second and 30 second 
dwell was observed. The predominant fracture mode in both conditions was 
transgranular. Continuous stable oxides and oxide penetration due to internal 
oxidation associated with the chromium depleted zone were observed only in 
creep-fatigue crack growth rate tests. These microstructural features were 
observed a head of propagating creep-fatigue cracks, indicating that the faster 
crack propagation under creep-fatigue condition is likely to be a predominantly 
environment-assisted process. In particular, thicker oxide layers were observed in 
the creep-fatigue condition, as some of the strengthening phases such as MC or 
M23C6, were eliminated in the oxide region, reducing the resistance to crack 
growth.   

Introduction 
 
Incoloy 800H alloy is an austenitic alloy with average grain size greater than 
~70m. It is a solid-solution-strengthened alloy with additional strengthening by 
titanium nitrides and carbides such as MC and M23C6. This alloy has been broadly 
used in furnace components and equipment, petrochemical furnace cracker tubes, 
pigtails and headers, and sheathing for electrical heating elements due to its high 
creep rupture strengths, and resistance to high temperature corrosion [1]. Alloy 
800H has been selected as one of the potential candidate alloys for Generation IV 
nuclear plants [2]. In these applications, the alloy may be exposed to continuous 
loading, cyclic loading, or then combinations at elevated temperatures. Previous 
studies investigated the damage mechanisms of Alloy 800H at elevated 
temperature under fatigue, creep, and creep-fatigue conditions [3,4,5]. However, 
the investigations focused on low cycle fatigue behaviour at 600 and 750°C or 
crack growth behaviour at 650°C. There are not very little data available for crack 
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growth behaviour at 750°C under fatigue and creep-fatigue conditions. In this 
study, the forged Incoloy 800H alloy was solution heat treated and annealed. The 
crack growth behaviour of the heat treated Incoloy 800H under fatigue and creep-
fatigue conditions was elucidated in terms of microstructural features.  
 
 
Materials, Specimens and Experimental Procedures 
 
The nominal composition of Incoloy 800H is listed in Table 1 [4]. The material 
was forged and then solution heat treated at 1150°C for 4 hours, followed by air 
cooled. The solution heat treated alloy was subsequently annealed at 982°C 
(heating rate: 80°C/hour) for 3 hours and air cooled. Compact tension, C(T), 
specimens were machined from the forged and heat treated alloy based on 
reference [6].  
 
Table 1. Nominal composition of Incoloy 800H (wt%) [4] 

Al C Cr Cu Fe Mn Ni S Si Ti 
0.3 0.08 21.3 0.15 balance 0.74 33.8 <0.002 0.55 0.36 

 
Prior to testing, the C(T) specimen side surfaces were mechanically polished to 
achieve a mirror finish and to facilitate surface crack length verification. The 
specimens were then ultrasonically cleaned and their dimensions were measured. 
For microstructural analysis, small pieces were cut from the forged or heat treated 
Incoloy 800H and were metallographically prepared using standard procedure. 
After polishing, the specimens were etched using a solution (Glyceregia) of 10 ml 
HNO3+ 50ml HCl + 30 ml glycerin. In addition, once testing was completed, the 
cross sections as well as the fracture surfaces of selected samples were examined 
using an optical microscope and a Phillips XL 30S scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).  

Table 2. Test conditions of fatigue and creep-fatigue crack growth rate tests. 

 
Hold-Time 
(seconds) 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

Temperature (°C) Load ratio  (R) 

FCGR Test 0 10 750°C +0.1 

CFCGR Test 10 0.07692 750°C +0.1 

CFCGR Test 30 0.03333 750°C +0.1 

 
The fatigue crack growth rate (FCGR) and creep-fatigue crack growth rate 
(CFCGR) tests at 750oC were performed on a MTS model 305.03 servo-hydraulic 
test machine in accordance with the guidelines set in ASTM E647 [6]. The test 
comprised of three stages: (1) Fatigue Pre-cracking, (2) K-decreasing (Load 
Shedding), and/or (3) K-increasing with a constant load, K-increasing with a 10 
second dwell (creep-fatigue) or K-increasing with a 30 second dwell (creep-
fatigue). A Fracture Technology Associates (FTA) Series 2001 automated fatigue 
crack growth system was utilized to control the test and a direct current potential 
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difference (DCPD) technique was applied to monitor the changes in crack size 
with respect to the number of cycles. Table 2 shows all of the test conditions. For 
the FCGR and the pre-cracking segment of the CFCGR tests, a sinusoidal force 
function (at a frequency rate of 10 Hz) was used. For the CFCGR K-increasing 
segments, a custom waveform was created, which includes a 1.5 second linear 
ramp from the minimum to maximum force level, a dwell time of either 10 or 30 
seconds at the maximum force level, and a 1.5 second linear ramp down from the 
maximum to minimum load, for a total duration of 13 or 33 seconds. It should be 
noted that the K-decreasing segment was not performed for the CFCGR tests.  
After the tests, the differences between the visually measured crack size and the 
DCPD crack size was corrected using a linear correction factor as recommended 
in references [6,7]. The K values for the C(T) specimen were calculated using 
the solution provided in Annex A1 of the ASTM E647 [6]. In addition, the 
specimen size requirement in reference [6] was also verified during the post-test 
analysis.  
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
 

 
Figure 1 Optical micrographs of Incoloy 800H (a) in as-forged condition and (b) 
after the heat treatment.  
 
Figure 1 shows optical micrographs of the samples before and after heat treatment. 
In the forged condition, grains were finer compared to the heat treated condition 
and twinning was often observed. After heat treatment, the grains coarsened to 
about 200 m in size and some twinning was still observed. It was observed that 
the grain boundary morphology was planar in both conditions. Detailed 
microstructural analysis using a SEM with EDS was also conducted. As shown in 
Figure 2a, particles with a diameter of about 20 m were often observed in the 
forged sample. EDS analysis indicates that these particles contain C, N, Hg, and  
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Figure 2. SEM micrographs of Incoloy 800H before (a) and after (b,c) heat 
treatment. EDS spectrums of particles in (a) and at grain boundaries in (b) are 
shown below the SEM micrographs. 
 
Ti. In particular, the amount of C and Ti is relatively high compared to that in the 
matrix. These particles are likely to be Ti-carbides or Ti-nitrides containing some 
impurities. The nitrides are stable at all temperatures below the melting point and 
are, therefore, unaffected by heat treatment [1]. After the heat treatment, fine 
particles at the grain boundaries as well as very fine precipitates within the grains 
were frequently observed as shown in Figures 2b. From the EDS analysis, the 
particles at the grain boundaries are different from the particles in Figure 2a. 
These grainboundary particles have a high Cr and C content with Fe (see EDS 
spectrum in Figure 2b). A previous study indicates that chromium carbides are 
precipitated in the alloy at temperatures between 540 and 1095C [1]. Other 
studies also suggested that the carbides were identified as M23C6 type precipitates 
(M= Cr, Fe) [8,9]. Therefore, the particles at the grain boundaries are likely to be 
chromium carbides and iron carbides. From the results reported previously 
[8,9,10], it is also speculated that the very fine intragranular precipitates are likely 
to be MC type carbides. However, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
analysis is required to verify the nature of these fine precipitates. 
Figure 3 shows the fracture morphology in the K-decreasing and K-increasing 
transition region of specimens tested with 0 and 10 sec dwell. In the K-decreasing 
region (right side of Figure 3a), the fracture surface is relatively smooth, whereas 
in the K-increasing (left side of Figure 3a), the fracture surface morphology is 
predominantly transgranular and characterized by river patterns that are often 
associated with pure fatigue loading conditions. Figure 3b shows the fracture 
surface in the K-increasing region 
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Figure 3. SEM images of fracture surface after (a) fatigue and (b) creep-fatigue 
crack growth rate tests (10 sec dwell). Dotted  line represents transition of K-
decreasing on the right side of photo, to K-increasing on the left side of photo. 
 
after a creep-fatigue crack growth test with a 10 sec dwell.  The fracture surface 
was similar to the surface observed in the K-increasing condition with no dwell 
except for the surface oxides (see arrows in Figure 3b) formed on the fracture 
surface. In the creep-fatigue crack growth rate test with a 30 sec dwell, a similar 
fracture surface was also observed. Overall, the fracture surfaces between the 
fatigue and creep-fatigue tests are relatively similar.  It is also confirmed that 
transgranular crack propagation is the major mode of crack propagation for both 
the fatigue and creep-fatigue crack growth rate tests as shown in Figure 4. There 
was no indication of the formation of creep cavities in the creep-fatigue crack 
growth test. However, thick oxides were observed on the fracture surfaces in 
specimens tested with 10 and 30 sec dwell. This is probably due to the grain 
boundary strengthening by the fine particles at grain boundaries, shown in Figure 
2b.  

 

  
Figure 4.  OM images of cross sections of fracture surface after (a) fatigue- and 
(b) creep-fatigue crack growth rate tests (30 sec dwell). 
 
Figure 5 shows backscattered electron (BSE) images of the cross sections of the 
samples in the K-increasing region of samples tested with and without dwell. In 
particular, much thicker oxides (>10m) were formed periodically in the samples 
tested with 10 and 30 sec dwell compared to the sample with no dwell as shown 
in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. BSE images of the K-increasing regions in fatigue and creep-fatigue 
crack growth rate tests. Short arrows indicate the penetration of oxides. 
 
Detailed features of the oxides are shown in Figure 6. In the case of the sample 
tested with no dwell in Figures 6a and b, thin oxides were formed and appear not 
adhere well on the surface, whereas in the samples tested with 10 and 30 sec 
dwell the oxides were adherent, compact, dense and continuous, in Figures 6c, d, 
e and f. It is noted that the thick oxides appear to have formed easily near grain 
boundaries as shown in Figure 6c (dotted lines are grain boundaries). Penetration 
of the oxides into the alloy was also often observed in the samples tested with 
dwell in Figures 5 and 6e. These features likely indicate internal oxidation. As 
mentioned previously, chromium and iron carbides precipitates were observed at 
grain boundaries in the heat treated condition.  
 

 
Figure 6. BSE images of the cross sections: (a and b) fatigue crack growth rate 
test, (c and d) creep-fatigue crack growth rate test with 10 sec dwell, and (e and f)  
creep-fatigue crack growth rate test with 30 sec dwell. Short arrows indicate the 
absence of precipitates at grain boundaries near surface oxides. Long arrows 
indicate voids formed near the oxides. Long white arrows in (c and e) show 
direction of crack propagation. 
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However, these precipitates disappeared where the thick oxides were formed as 
indicated in Figures 6a, b, d and f (see short arrows in the figures). 
 
 

 
Figure 7. EDS elemental mappings of the cross section of the tested samples in (a) 
fatigue and creep-fatigue crack growth rate test with (b) 30 sec dwell conditions.  
Arrows show the absence of precipitates at grain boundary. 
 
EDS-mapping analysis in Figure 7 confirms that the surface oxides are consisted 
of chromium, nickel and iron oxides. It is noted that chromium oxide formed 
close to the alloy and nickel and iron oxides formed on the top of the chromium 
oxide. It is suggested that the formation of these oxides led to disappearance of 
the chromium and iron carbides in the vicinity, in Figures 7b (see arrows).  These 
oxides were formed via outward diffusion of Cr, Ni and Fe during testing at 
750°C. Previous studies indicated that Incoloy 800H forms a double layer oxide 
that consists of an outer layer of Fe2O3 or Fe3O4, and an inner layer of Cr2O3 [11]. 
Therefore, it is speculated that the same occurred in current work. In addition, the 
nickel oxides between Cr2O3 and Fe2O3 or Fe3O4 in Figure 7b are likely to be 
identified as NiFe2O4 as reported in [12]. The presence of nickel oxide could be 
an indication of the internal oxidation mentioned earlier.  

The crack growth rates versus stress intensity range (K) curves are shown in 
Figure 8. As expected, the introduction of a 10 sec and a 30 sec dwell increase the 
crack growth rate. The creep-fatigue data was limited due to the low strength of 
the Incoloy 800H alloy at 750°C. Yield strength and UTS of the heat treated 
Incoloy 800H at 750°C are 146 and 229 MPa [13], which is lower than those in 
reference [1]. As shown in Figure 8a, the FCGR data for the K-decreasing and K-
increasing (with no dwell time) segments are in very good agreement with each 
other and provide a consistent baseline for comparison with the creep-fatigue tests. 
The growth rates of the creep-fatigue specimens are an order of magnitude greater 
than that of the FCGR at the same K values. It can be seen that the slope of the 
Paris Regime of the FCGR and CFCGR curves are similar as shown in Figure 8b, 
which shows that the slopes range from 2.6 to 3.4 according to the Paris’ equation. 
The crack growth rates of the specimens with a 10 and 30 second dwell are very 
similar as shown in Figures 8a and b. This suggests that the oxidation kinetics of 
Incoloy 800H is very sensitively rapid at 750°C and oxidation damage saturates 
quickly and dominates the crack growth behaviour. It is noted that the formation 
of continuous stable oxides as well as internal oxidation occurred only in CFCGR 
specimens, as shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. Especially thicker inner layer of 
Cr2O3 in the creep-fatigue condition was formed compared to those for the FCGR 
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specimens. Osgerby reported that in Incoloy 800, as the chromium level is 
reduced, the amount of the strengthening phases is reduced with M23C6 going into 
solution at the elevated temperatures at the 10%Cr level [14]. A similar reduction 
in  precipitate is also observed with the solvus temperature reduced from 
~750°C in the original alloy to ~700°C at the 10%Cr level [14]. This suggests that 
subsurface zone depleted in chromium formed during oxidation of the alloy and 
these zones are weaker than the original alloy due to the reduction of the main 
strengthening phase. In Incoloy 800H,  continuous thick oxides and oxide 
penetration due to internal oxidation associated with the chromium or iron 
depleted zone were observed only in creep-fatigue crack growth rate tests, as 
some of the strengthening phases such as MC or M23C6, were eliminated in the 
oxide region, reducing the resistance to crack growth.  These microstructural 
features were observed a head of propagating creep-fatigue cracks, indicating that 
the faster crack propagation under creep-fatigue condition is likely to be a 
predominantly environment-assisted process. Therefore, it is expected that 
subsequent tests with the same dwell times under vacuum would provide very 
benefit.  
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Figure 8.  (a) Crack growth rate per cycle vs stress intensity factor for fatigue and 
creep-fatigue specimens and (b) K-increasing crack growth rate per cycle vs stress 
intensity factor for fatigue and creep-fatigue specimens with curve fitting. 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
Incoloy 800H alloy was forged and solution heat treated followed by annealing at 
982°C for three hours. Microstructure of the heat treated alloy shows that the 
particles at the grain boundaries are likely to be chromium carbides and iron 
carbides. It is also speculated that the very fine intragranular precipitates, 
probably MC type carbides, are formed. Fatigue and creep-fatigue (10 and 30 
second dwell) crack growth rate tests were performed using a fully automated 
DCPD technique. The results indicate that the growth rates of the creep-fatigue 
conditions are an order of magnitude greater than those of the fatigue condition at 
the same K values. Similar crack growth rates between a 10 second and 30 
second dwell was observed, indicating that those dwell times are approaching the 
saturation point. The predominant fracture mode in both conditions was 
transgranular. Microstructural analysis indicated that continuous thick oxides such 
as Fe2O3 or Fe3O4 and Cr2O3 as well as oxide penetration due to internal oxidation 
were observed only in creep-fatigue crack growth rate tests. In particular, thicker 
Cr2O3 layer was observed in the creep-fatigue condition and resulted in the 
formation of chromium depleted zone, which is associated with the higher crack 
growth rate because main strengthening phases such as MC or M23C6 are 
eliminated near the oxides.   
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